BEING CREATIVE WITH “PAGES”

REDUCING PDF FILE SIZE
WITHOUT AFFECTING
RESOLUTION (SHARPNESS)
1. After creating your document in
Pages, choose: File>Export>PDF
2. Always choose: “Best” quality
Using “Best” quality will ensure that the
PDF will not degrade any photos used in
the publication.

The PDF version of your “Pages” document will be approximately one-half
the size of the original. If it’s a relatively
short document, you’re good.
But if it’s a long document, you may
want to try the following:

1. First, open your PDF in “Preview”.
2. Once open, if thumbnails of all pages
are not visible, click: View>Page
Thumbnails.
3. Select each thumbnail (the page
number will be highlighted in blue
once it is selected).
4. Click: File>Export>
5. Then choose JPEG from the dropdown box.
6. Slide the “Quality” slider to the left
(approximately to the 2nd mark).
This will reduce the number of pixel
groupings, not the resolution (sharpness) of the photos.

Hang on, we’re not
quite finished with
our work yet!

1. The next step is to create a new
“Pages” document. Use the “Blank”
template in either the portrait or
landscape format (depending upon
the format of your original document).

But there is even a
better way!
Now the better way is this:

2. Now drag each of your JPEGs on to
the new document pages.
3. Now Export your new document to
PDF choosing “Best” quality.
Your new PDF will be much smaller than
the original “Pages” document, yet it will
still maintain relatively sharp image resolution.

If you know ahead of time that your
publication is going to contain numerous photos, then the practical thing to
do is to gather all of the photos you
plan to use into a folder in the sequence that you plan to use them in
your publication, then open each JPEG
in “Preview”.
Using the method previously described,
adjust the JPEG quality setting to the
approximate position shown (lower
left).
Now insert these “adjusted” images
into your original document as planned.
Your document size will now be reduced dramatically as a result of this
action.

Watermarks, like the one used as background on this page add variety and
interest to an otherwise plain-looking
document.
Combine that with some cool fonts and
font shadow effects, and the results can
be eye-catching!
It turns out that the “watermark” (background) is simply a graphic image or photo that is
sized to fit the page, then reduced in its opacity until overlaying text is easily readable.
You can also layer a shape beneath your text as I’ve done here (in this case, a white rectangle with 50% opacity) to further lighten the background in specific areas if necessary.
Give the new “Pages” a try if you haven’t done so already, and see how creative you can be!

